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Taking a Chance
with a Graphics
Calculator
BARRY KISSANE

G

raphics calculators have been available to students
in secondary school in some countries now for more
than thirty years, although of course their capabilities
have been developed in various ways to support the school
curriculum over that time. The most frequent use of these
devices seems to be concerned with the representation of
functions, including in particular their graphical representation,
which was an important component of a previous paper in this
magazine (Kissane, 2016). However, the success of graphics
calculators is due in no small part to their use for a much wider
range of mathematical capabilities. In this article, the focus
is on their potential to help students to learn about chance
phenomena, which are generally addressed in schools through
the study of probability.
The history of probability in secondary schools is relatively
short and generally unfortunate. Unlike many other parts of
the secondary school curriculum, such as algebra, geometry,
trigonometry and calculus, probability has been studied in
schools only recently, and was relatively rare in most countries
as little as fifty years ago. One part of the reason for this is
likely to be that probability is a relatively recent inclusion in
mathematics itself, dating from around the sixteenth century
(Hacking, 1975). Until quite recently, much of the probability
work in schools has been excessively formal, with a focus on
the algebra of probabilities, but with less attention paid to the
nature of everyday random phenomena. Yet in recent times,
probabilities have become more evident and explicit in our
daily world, a good example of which is weather forecasting,
now regularly accessed by many people on their smartphones.
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probabilities have become more evident and explicit in our daily world, a good example of
which is weather forecasting, now regularly accessed by many people on their smartphones.
To give an example, the screenshot below is taken from a popular online weather forecasting
website (https://weather.com ), suggesting that the chance of rain on a certain recent day in
New Delhi, India was 40%.
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6Ran#
6Ran# + 1
Int(6Ran# + 1)

short run. While in theory, for example, half
the numbers generated should be larger than
0.5, and half less than 0.5, this is not expected
to be evident in such a small collection of
observations. In this case, only one of the seven
numbers shown is larger than 0.5. Further
experimentation will show that other results will
occur, such as the following screen, in which four
of the seven numbers exceed 0.5.

between 0 and 6
between 1 and 7
integer from 1 to 6
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Understanding weather forecasts
Rather than integers, some phenomena are well modelled as Bernoulli events, for which the
result is one of two possibilities, usually referred to as ‘success’ or ‘fail’. The weather
forecast shown earlier is a good example. The website predicts that it will rain on a particular
day with a probability of 40%. That is, they predict that rain will be a ‘success’, represented
by 1, 40% of the time and a ‘fail’ represented by 0, on the remaining 60% of the time. To
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what happened in the 100 simulated weeks. Scrolling the histogram
weeks with two rainy days, slightly more than the number of week
days. However, the graph also shows that there were six weeks wi

of this binomial distribution (2.8 and 1.30
respectively), but the simulation results give a
sense of what might happen in practice, before
such theoretical analyses are available.
Graphical comparisons can be more evocative
than numerical analyses, of course. The calculator
routinely provides these as well. In this case, the
histogram below gives a sense of what happened
in the 100 simulated weeks. Scrolling the
histogram shows that there were 30 weeks with
two rainy days, slightly more than the number of
weeks (28) with three rainy days. However, the
graph also shows that there were six weeks with
no rainy days at all, one week with six rainy days
and no weeks at all for which it rained on all
seven days. Such is the nature of randomness.

As each day is simulated at random, the
difference between the two simulations is entirely
due to the randomness involved. The graph of
the second simulation shows both similarities
and differences from that of the first. This
time, there are more weeks with three wet days
than two wet days and there was even a week
for which it rained every day. The numerical
summary also shows some differences:
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than previously, and the standard deviation
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As each day is simulated at random, the difference between the two simulations is entirely
due to the randomness involved. The graph of the second simulation shows both similarities
Azim
University
At Right
andPremji
differences
from
thatAngles,
of theMarch
first.2019
This time, there are more weeks with three wet days
than two wet days and there was even a week for which it rained every day. The numerical
summary also shows some differences:

These sorts of experiences – readily repeated on the calculator – provide opportunities to see
both short-term and long-term behavior, and to appreciate the difference between the
theoretical expectations and their likely practical consequences. They also offer students an
for both
short-term
variation
and
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model,
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to experiences
see
for themselves
that,
even though
events
are
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the
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much
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too is readily
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about
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expectation
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distribution
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– which
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what makes
thefirst
formal
study
probability
ofcalculator
course.
next
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In
the
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of the binomial
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stage, after
and p distribution
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it isappropriate
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to use
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are perhaps most
before
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are
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models. expectation
and
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theorder
results.
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with the
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in the
undertaken,
to build
about
random
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includingasanshown
next
three
screens.
In
the
first
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the
first
few
terms
of
the
binomial
probability
for both short-term variation and longer-term stability. However, at a later stage, after
distribution
for n =have
7 andbeen
p = undertaken,
0.4 are shown.
theoretical studies
it is also valuable to use the calculator to generate

A calculator application for simulation

and to show the results. This too is readily done with the CASIOTo
fx-CG50,
as shown
in thesituations which involve randomness, a
understand
and analyze
next three screens. In the first screen, the first few termsThe
of the
binomial
probability
various
explorations
described
about calculator
likely
outcomes,
a theoretical
probability model is very impo
distribution for n = 7 and p = 0.4 are shown.
important
build
an understanding
here make
use oftothe
standard
features of
ofthe
a fact that it is a theoretic
term aggregated behavior, and of less practical significance for dea
graphicsbehavior
calculator
like the CASIO fx-CG50,
in which we we are often interested, such as whether or n
including
the
generation
of advised
randomthat
numbers,
next week, once we are
the probability of rain on any
a
graphics
calculator
are
perhaps
even
moreofhelpful to build this k
the
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of
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and
the
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the
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summary
of this
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are
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data.ofHowever,
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showing (within rounding errors)
helpful Aforcalculator
understanding
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application
for simulation
the theoretical
mean of 7 x 0.4 = 2.8 and the
A numerical summary of this distribution is available, showing
rounding errors)
the calculator also
that it is(within
not surprising
that the
theoretical
standard
1.30.
The various
calculator explorations described here make use of the
theoretical
meandeviation
of 7 x 0.4 of
= 2.8
and the theoretical standard
deviation
of 1.30.
includes
a separate
application that is devoted
graphics calculator like the CASIO fx-CG50, including the genera
to this area.
The
ProbSim
application
on the of statistical data. How
the tabulation of functions
and the analysis
A numerical summary of this distribution is available, showing
(within
rounding
errors)
the
helpful
for
understanding
chance
phenomena
calculator supports various kinds of probabilitythat it is not surprisin
theoretical mean of 7 x 0.4 = 2.8 and the theoretical standard deviation
of 1.30.
includes
separate application
that is devoted
simulations,
as asuggested
by the opening
screento this area. The Pro
calculator supports various kinds of probability simulations, as sug
shown below:
screen shown below:
A graphical representation of this distribution shows the characteristic binomial distribution
shape, with the vertical axis now showing theoretical probabilities, rather than simulated
frequencies:
A graphical
representation
of this
distribution shows the characteristic binomial distribution
A graphical
representation
of this
distribution
shape,
with
the
vertical
axis
now
showing
theoretical probabilities, rather than simulated
shows the characteristic binomial distribution
frequencies:

shape, with the vertical axis now showing
A graphical representation of this distribution shows the characteristic binomial distribution
theoretical
probabilities, rather than simulated
shape, with the vertical axis now showing theoretical probabilities, rather than simulated
frequencies:
The titles of the various kinds of simulations offered in this applic
frequencies:
The titles
of the various kinds of simulations

typical scenarios discussed in elementary probability studies … to

To understand and analyze situations which
involve randomness, and to make predictions
about likely outcomes, a theoretical probability
model is very important. However, it is also
important to build an understanding of the fact

offered playing
in thiscards,
application
are reminiscent
of so on. However, thes
taking marbles
from urns, and
various
random phenomena
thatelementary
are consistent with models of thos
the typical
scenarios
discussed in
actualstudies
situations
The advantages
probability
…described.
tossing coins,
rolling for users of the calcula
simulations are relatively easy to configure in this environment, a
dice, playing
cards,
taking
marbles
from
urns,
be obtained
fairly
quickly
and they
can be
seen in various ways.
and so on. However, these can be used to
an example
of a benefit
of this application,
simulateAsvarious
random
phenomena
that are consider the analysi
results. David Moore (1990, p.120) observed that people often intu
consistent
with models
ofrandom
those sequences.
kinds, as well
as asked to write
probability
of runs in
So, when
the actual
described.
Thetosses
advantages
and situations
tails imitating
10 successive
of a fair coin, he suggested
sequence
no runs are
of more
consecutive heads or tails
for users
of the with
calculator
thatthan
thetwo
various
defective intuition. On the calculator, a set of ten successive coin t
simulations
are relatively easy to configure in
and the results are then available for scrutiny. A summary of one s
this environment, a large number of results can
be obtained fairly quickly and they can be seen
in various ways.
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As an example of a benefit of this application,
consider the analysis of runs of random results.
David Moore (1990, p.120) observed that people
often intuitively underestimate the probability
of runs in random sequences. So, when asked
to write down a sequence of heads and tails
imitating 10 successive tosses of a fair coin, he
suggested that most people write a sequence with
no runs of more than two consecutive heads or
tails, consistent with this defective intuition.
On the calculator, a set of ten successive coin
tosses is readily simulated and the results are
then available for scrutiny. A summary of one
simulation is shown below:

In the screen, ‘tails’ is represented with a black circle, while ‘head

In this
case,Each
the tables
show
that and
therethewas
circle.
toss has
beenclearly
recorded,
screen above shows a
and three
six heads.
The table shows the cumul
a runoutcome,
of three with
headsfour
(in tails
the first
tosses).
various
numbers
of tosses. of
A more
It is easy
to repeat
simulations
these thorough
kinds, investigation of runs
show
results
in
tables,
however,
as
the
or for a group of students to independentlynext two screens illustrate:
conduct a simulation, to give a sense of what is
‘typical’. At a later stage, such phenomena can be
theoretically analysed, but that is too difficult for
introductory studies in this area. As Moore notes,
the probability of a run of three or more heads
is a little over 0.5, so is much less unusual than
people think intuitively; the probability of a run
of at least three heads or at least three tails in ten
coin tosses is even larger – greater than 0.8 – and
In this case, the tables show clearly that there was a run of three h
thus tosses).
is muchItmore
likely
to happen
than toofnot
is easy
to repeat
simulations
these kinds, or for a grou
happen
(1990,
p.121).
independently conduct a simulation, to give a sense of what is ‘typ

phenomena can be theoretically analysed, but that is too difficult f

In a this
similar
way,
when families
areprobability
being studied,
area.
As Moore
notes, the
of a run of three or mor
under
assumption
that a than
newborn
baby
is intuitively; the probabil
soan
is much
less unusual
people
think
equally
likely
toleast
be a three
boy or
a girl,
simulation
heads
or at
tails
in ten
coin tosses is even larger – great
is a useful
examine
what possibilities
are
much tool
moretolikely
to happen
than to not happen.
(1990, p.121).
involved. Thus, the screen below shows a suitable
In a similar
are being
studied, under an assum
simulation,
withway,
boyswhen
beingfamilies
represented
by dark
is equally likely to be a boy or a girl, simulation is a useful tool to
circles and girls by clear circles. Again, the initial
are involved.
Thus, the
the screen,
is represented
with
a black circle, while ‘heads’
is represented
as ascreen
blank below shows a suitable simulation,
In the In
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‘tails’‘tails’
is represented
with
a black
screen
shows
theby
number
ofofgirls
ingirls
eachby
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the circles. Again, the in
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Each
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has
been
recorded,
and
the
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above
shows
a
graphical
summary
theand
represented
dark
circles
circle, while ‘heads’ is represented as a blank
simulated
families:
outcome, with four tails and six heads. The table shows (five)
the cumulative
number
of
heads
after
of girls in each of the (five) simulated families:
circle. various
Each toss
has been
recorded,
and
the investigation of number
numbers
of tosses.
A more
thorough
runs is available by choosing to
screen show
aboveresults
showsin atables,
graphical
summary
of the
however,
as the next
two screens illustrate:
outcome, with four tails and six heads. The table
shows the cumulative number of heads after
In numbers
the screen,of‘tails’
is represented
with a black circle, while ‘heads’ is represented as a blank
various
tosses.
A more thorough
circle. Each toss has been recorded, and the screen above shows a graphical summary of the
investigation of runs is available by choosing to
outcome, with four tails and six heads. The table shows the cumulative number of heads after
show various
results in
tables,ofhowever,
the thorough
next twoinvestigation of runs is available by choosing to
numbers
tosses. Aas
more
screens
illustrate:
show
results in tables, however, as the next two screens illustrate:
Alternative screens show the same data differently,

In this case, the tables show clearly that there was a run of three heads (in the first three
The
screen below
shows that even
tosses). It is easy to repeat simulations of these kinds, orhowever.
for a group
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to
Alternative
screens
show the same data differently, however. The
represented with a black
circle, whileconduct
‘heads’ aissimulation,
representedtoas
a blank
independently
give
a sense of what
is ‘typical’.
At a later families
stage, such
though
three simulated
have only one girl,
evenfor
though
three simulated
families have only one girl, the birth o
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be theoretically
analysed, of
butthe
that is toothe
difficult
introductory
studies
indifferent.
een recorded, and the screen
above can
shows
a graphical summary
birth
orders
in
each
case
are
different.
this shows
area. As
notes, number
the probability
of after
a run of three or more heads is a little over 0.5,
s and six heads. The table
theMoore
cumulative
of heads
so is much less
than people
intuitively;
the probability of a run of at least three
ses. A more thorough investigation
of unusual
runs is available
by think
choosing
to
heads
or at illustrate:
least three tails in ten coin tosses is even larger – greater than 0.8 – and thus is
however, as the next two
screens
much more likely to happen than to not happen. (1990, p.121).
In this case, the tables show clearly that there was a run of three heads (in the first three
tosses).
It is way,
easy to
repeat
simulations
of studied,
these kinds,
forassumption
a group ofthat
students
to baby
In a similar
when
families
are being
underoran
a newborn
independently
conduct
simulation,
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of what
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a later
stage, such
is equally likely
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or a girl, to
simulation
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tool
to examineAtwhat
possibilities
phenomena
can
be theoretically
analysed,
that is too
difficult with
for introductory
are involved.
Thus,
the screen below
showsbut
a suitable
simulation,
boys being studies in
this
area. As by
Moore
of circles.
a run ofAgain,
three or
heads
is ashows
little the
over 0.5,
represented
dark notes,
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girls by clear
themore
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screen
number
of less
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in each of
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families:the probability of a run of at least three
so
is much
than
think intuitively;
heads or at least three tails in ten coin tosses is even larger – greater than 0.8 – and thus is
much more likely to happen than to not happen. (1990, p.121).

Once again, the graphics calculator is an ideal tool to explore both
(like those that
above)
and long-term
In a similar way, when families are being studied, under an assumption
a newborn
baby experiments. For example, the nu
show clearly that there was a run of three heads (in the first three
is
more
clearly
symmetrical
and indeed consistent with theoretical
is equally likely to be a boy or a girl, simulation is a useful tool to examine what possibilities
peat simulations
kinds,University
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number
of
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is
simulated.
The screen below shows one set o
are involved. Thus, the screen below shows a suitable simulation, with boys being
a simulation, to give a sense of what is ‘typical’. At a later stage, such
three-child
families
has
been
simulated.
represented by dark circles and girls by clear circles. Again, the initial screen shows the

oretically analysed, but that is too difficult for introductory studies in
number of girls in each of the (five) simulated families:
tes, the probability of a run of three or more heads is a little over 0.5,

Alternative screens show the same data differently, however. The screen below shows that
even though three simulated families have only one girl, the birth orders in each case are
different.

Once again, the graphics calculator is an ideal
The resulting simulations show that, while a bias
tool to explore both short-term experiments
of this kind might not at first be clear, it becomes
(like those above) and long-term experiments.
evidentThe
after
many tosses. In the screen below,
resulting simulations show that, while a bias of this kind mig
For example, the numbers of girls in families is
for example,
preponderance
of heads
is clear
becomesthe
evident
after many tosses.
In the
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heads
is clear small
after the
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number of 400 tosses.
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even though three simulated families have only one girl, the birth orders in each case are
different.
The resulting simulations show that, while a bias of this kind mig
becomes evident after many tosses. In the screen below, for exam
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experimentwith
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An
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of
the
time.
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is 5,a leaving
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for several
simulations,
notedofabove.
Space
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pair
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dice is 5, leaving opportunities for stu
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this purpose.
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precludes exploring these in fine detail, but some observations
about
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range
of
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explain
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example
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an unbalanced
that simulations with
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appropriate.
Although
it is possiblecoin
to conduct
everyday
objects,kind
suchofassimulation device that is sometimes
A spinner
is another
lands heads
of theand
time.
On the
actual 55%
dice, coins
spinners,
it is calculator,
generally more difficult to do
so with
that are
games
andprocesses
in classrooms.
However, spinners usually comprise a
not equally
In the
calculator,
be made
for this
purpose.
An Again, on the graphics calculato
parameters
can belikely.
set for
thiscase
sortofofthepurpose,
as adjustments canorder
to model
equal
likelihood.
example
involves
tossing
an
unbalanced
coin
that
lands
heads
55%
of
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time.
On
the
flexibility is involved, allowing different probabilities to be mode
shown below:
calculator, parameters can be set for this sort of purpose, as shown
below:
settings
below show a spinner appropriate to modelling the select
in spinner
which students
practice
various
religions:
23that
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12 Muslim
A
is another
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simulation
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order to model equal likelihood. Again, on the graphics calculato
flexibility is involved, allowing different probabilities to be mode
settings below show a spinner appropriate to modelling the select
A which
spinner
is another
kind
of
simulation
device
is sometimes
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23that
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12 Muslim
A spinner
is another
kind
of simulation
device
games and in classrooms. However, spinners usually comprise a s
that is order
sometimes
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to model equal likelihood. Again, on the graphics calculator
flexibility is involved, allowing different probabilities to be mode
settings below show a spinner appropriate to modelling the select
in which students practice various religions: 23 Hindu, 12 Muslim
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and in classrooms. However, spinners usually
comprise a series of equal slices, in order to
model equal likelihood. Again, on the graphics
calculator application, more flexibility is
involved, allowing different probabilities to be
modelled easily. Thus, the settings below show a
spinner appropriate to modelling the selection of
students from a class in which students practice
various religions: 23 Hindu, 12 Muslim and 5
Christian.

With facilities of this kind, students can
learn intuitively that random samples might
be expected to be similar to their parent
populations, although students will also learn
from the same source that random samples can
also be expected to produce divergent results
as well, especially in the short-term, perhaps
helping them to understand notions of ‘fairness’
in such situations.

Finally, the mathematics of probability was not
developed in earnest until mathematicians and
others became interested in games of chance,
including card games. From that interest
developed the much more respectable activity
of insurance, without which the modern world
could not have existed, according to Bernstein
(1998). So it is not surprising that the ProbSim
application also allows users to experiment with
With With
an uneven
distribution
of of
students
an uneven
distribution
studentsinto
into different classes, a spinner that matches the
regular playing cards in various ways; although
distribution
need for that
simulation
purposes.
below, the calculator automatically
different
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matches
the As shown card
games
included in
in probability
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such
a
spinner
…
which
under
normal
circumstances
would
beare
hardoften
to accomplish
distribution is needed for simulation purposes.
texts, they are less often included in experimental
practice.
As shown below, the calculator automatically
work, for
practical
With an uneven distribution of students into different classes,
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thatreasons.
matches The
the next screen
uses such
a spinner
… which
under normal
distribution
is need
for simulation
purposes. As shown shows
below,athe
calculator
automatically
five-card poker hand drawn at random
circumstances
be…
hard
to accomplish
uses such would
a spinner
which
under normalincircumstances
would
be hard
to accomplish
from
a regular
deck
of 52 cards.in
With
an uneven distribution of students into different classes, a spinner that matches the
practice.
practice.
distribution is need for simulation purposes. As shown below, the calculator automatically
uses such a spinner … which under normal circumstances would be hard to accomplish in
practice.

When eleven students are chosen from this class to form a cricket team, the results are
generally skewed towards those in the larger groups, as might be expected. A single example
is shown below:

students
can draw
successive
hands
Again,Again,
students
can draw
successive
hands
ofof cards themselves, to exp
eleven
students
chosen
from
this
class to form a cricket
team,events
the results
are
WhenWhen
eleven
students
are are
chosen
from
this
class
particular
(such
as
a
pair
or
a
flush)
happen, and can also comp
cards themselves, to explore how often particular
generally
skewed
thoseare
in the
larger groups, as mightwith
be expected.
A single
example for this (and other) applications, the
those of others.
Importantly
to form
a cricket
team,towards
the results
generally
eventssampling
(such as toa pair
or aeither
flush)
happen,
andreplacement, also a feature
is shown
below:
be done
with
or without
skewed
towards
those in the larger groups, as
can also
their observations
In compare
addition, students
can choose towith
havethose
a single pack of cards (which
When
eleven students
chosen is
from
this class to form a cricket
team,
results are
might
be expected.
A singleareexample
shown
several
hands,the
if sampling
doneother)
without replacement) or several pac
of others.
Importantly
for thisis(and
generally skewed towards those in the larger groups, as might
be expected.
single
example gambling casinos. Should studen
below:
routine
practice
inAsome
professional
applications,
the calculator
permits
sampling

is shown below:

with replacement, or for several packs of cards, there is of course a ris

to be done
without
mighteither
containwith
two or
cards
that arereplacement,
identical, as the example below show
also a feature of probability theory. In addition,
With facilities of this kind, students can learn intuitively
that random
samplesto
might
students
can choose
havebea single pack of cards
expected to be similar to their parent populations, although
students
will
also
learn
from several
the
(which will be exhausted after
hands,
same source that random samples can also be expected to produce divergent results as well,
if
sampling
is
done
without
replacement)
or
especially in the short-term, perhaps helping them to understand notions of ‘fairness’ in such
several packs of cards (as is routine practice in
situations.
With
facilities of this kind, students can learn intuitively that random samples might be
some professional gambling casinos). Should
expected to be similar to their parent populations, although students will also learn from the
Finally, the mathematics of probability was not developed
in earnest
until
elect
for mathematicians
sampling
with
replacement, or
same source that random samples can also be expectedstudents
to produce
divergent
results as
well,
and others became interested in games of chance, including card games. From that interest
for severalnotions
packs of ‘fairness’
cards, there
is of course a risk
especially in the short-term, perhaps helping them to understand
in such
developed the much more respectable activity of insurance, without which the modern world
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situations.
With
this kind,
students
can learn(1998).
intuitively
random
samples
might
be of card games on calculators of course i
availability
of simulation
couldfacilities
not haveof
existed,
according
to Bernstein
So itthat
isThe
not
surprising
that
the
ProbSim
expected
to
be
similar
to
their
parent
populations,
although
students
will
also
learn
from
encourage
gambling;
instead,
it the
offers an opportunity for the mathema
application
also
allows
users
to experiment
regular playing
cardsuntil
in various
ways;
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University
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Finally,
mathematics
of
probability
waswith
notexpected
developed
inproduce
earnest
mathematicians
same
source
that
random
samples
can
also
be
to
divergent
results
as
well,
studied,
and
thus
for
past
links
between
games of chance and the math
although
games
are ofteninincluded
in chance,
probability
texts, they
are
less often
included
in
and
otherscard
became
interested
games of
including
card
games.
FromIndeed,
that interest
to
be
addressed.
it
has
been
suggested
by some organisations s
especially
in
the
short-term,
perhaps
helping
them
to
understand
notions
of
‘fairness’
in
such
experimental work, for practical reasons. The next screen shows a five-card poker hand
developed the much more respectable activity of insurance, without
which(2019)
the modern
world
Government
concerned
with reducing both the prevalence and
situations.
drawn at random from a regular deck of 52 cards.

that the same hand might contain two cards that
are identical, as the example below shows:

offers learning opportunities of different kinds,
in addition to computation; these have been
illustrated throughout the paper. A conceptual
understanding of probability as a long-term limit
can be supported in various ways. Students can
explore ideas for themselves and both design
and execute their own experiments. There are
many opportunities for students to predict what
might happen in this work, some of them readily
confirmed and others contradicted – both of
which are helpful for learning. Finally, the basic
The availability of simulation of card games on
features of graphics calculators might be used
calculators of course is not intended to encourage
productively
this work,
but calculator
gambling;might
instead,
offersproductively
an opportunity
calculators
beitused
forfor
this work, but
calculatorforfeatures
designed
for features
designed for simulation purposes offer further
the mathematics
of gambling
to bepower
studied,
simulation
purposes
offer further
and flexibility.
power and flexibility.
and thus for past links between games of
chance and the mathematics of probability to
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